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Rotating turbulence is characterized by the nondimensional Rossby number Ro, which is a measure of the
strength of the Coriolis term relative to that of the nonlinear term. For rapid rotation !Ro!0", nonlinear
interactions between inertial waves are weak, and the theoretical approaches used for other weak !wave"
turbulence problems can be applied. The important interactions in rotating turbulence at small Ro become
those between modes satisfying the resonant and near-resonant conditions. Often, discussions comparing
theoretical results and numerical simulations are questioned because of a speculated problem regarding the
discreteness of the modes in finite numerical domains versus continuous modes in unbounded continuous
theoretical domains. This argument finds its origin in a previous study of capillary waves, for which resonant
interactions have a very particular property that is not shared by inertial waves. This possible restriction on
numerical simulations of rotating turbulence to moderate Ro has never been quantified. In this paper, we
inquire whether the discreteness effects observed in capillary wave turbulence are also present in inertial wave
turbulence at small Ro. We investigate how the discreteness effects can affect the setup and interpretation of
studies of rapidly rotating turbulence in finite domains. In addition, we investigate how the resolution of finite
numerical domains can affect the different types of nonlinear interactions relevant for rotating inertial wave
turbulence theories. We focus on Rossby numbers ranging from 0 to 1 and on periodic domains due to their
relevance to direct numerical simulations of turbulence. We find that discreteness effects are present for the
system of inertial waves for Rossby numbers comfortably smaller than those used in the most recent numerical
simulations of rotating turbulence. We use a kinematic model of the cascade of energy via selected types of
resonant and near-resonant interactions to determine the threshold of Ro below which discreteness effects
become important enough to render an energy cascade impossible.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rotation affects the nonlinear dynamics of turbulent
flows. The Rossby number is Ro=U /2"L, with U a typical
flow velocity, " the rotation rate, and L the characteristic
length scale of the flow. It is the dimensionless ratio of the
magnitude of the nonlinear term in the Navier-Stokes equa-
tion #!u ·!"u, where u is the velocity vector$ to the Coriolis
term !2"#u, where " is the rotation vector". When Ro=0,
the Navier-Stokes equations in a rotating frame are linear
and admit inertial wave solutions with anisotropic dispersion
relation $sk

=sk2" ·k / %k%, where sk=%, and k is the wave
number #1$. The modes with zero frequency $sk

are modes
that correspond to vertically averaged real-space velocity
fields !for example, columnar vertically averaged modes
aligned with the rotation axis". When Ro!0 three-
dimensional isotropic rapidly rotating turbulent flows have
been observed to generate two-dimensional columnar struc-
tures experimentally #2–4$, and numerically in decay turbu-
lence #5–7$ and in forced turbulence #8–11$.

When Ro!0, matched asymptotic expansion methods
can be used for this weakly nonlinear problem. At first order
in the expansion, energy transfers are restricted to interac-
tions between triads of inertial waves that satisfy a condition
of resonance #12$. Similar to other three-wave resonance sys-
tems, rotating turbulence with inertial waves is a system in
which near-resonant interactions play an important role.

They were found to be responsible for the generation of an
anisotropy observed #13$.

When comparing simulations and experiments to theory,
one should keep in mind that simulations and experiments
are necessarily carried out in finite domains, whereas wave
turbulence theories often assume an infinite domain. More
specifically, numerical simulations usually assume periodic
boundaries, and experiments are obviously carried out in
bounded domains. In unbounded domains, the components
of the wave vectors satisfying resonant and near-resonant
conditions are real numbers, whereas they are restricted to
the set of integers in bounded and periodic domains. This
seemingly benign difference turns out to have major impli-
cations. In fact, Ref. #14$ investigated the peculiar character-
istics of several resonances !planetary waves, gravity waves,
capillary waves, and drift waves in plasmas" satisfied only by
integer wave number solutions in periodic domains. Refer-
ence #15$ considered the existence of solutions for various
wave systems including gravity, Rossby, and capillary waves
and showed that capillary waves in a finite domain !integer-
valued wave vector" cannot be resonant. Their resonance
condition only has real-valued wave vector solutions. This
kinematic result turns out to have major implications on the
applicability of wave-turbulence results which are derived in
infinite domains. In fact, several numerical studies showed
that a sufficient level of nonlinearity is needed for the ampli-
tudes of the capillary waves described by integer-valued
wave vectors to overcome the discreteness and satisfy an
approximate resonance, i.e., a near-resonance #16,17$. In
other words, in a discrete domain, a sufficient threshold non-
linear broadening of the capillary wave resonance condition*lydia.bourouiba@mail.mcgill.ca
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is needed for the near-resonant conditions to generate non-
linear energy transfers. Below this threshold, the near-
resonant interactions are not easily formed. Thus, given that
no resonant interactions are possible, the energy cascade is
stopped altogether. This regime is referred to as “frozen tur-
bulence” #16$. Similar discreteness effects were also investi-
gated for water waves #18–20$. Nazarenko #21,22$ explicitly
addressed the issue of applicability of wave turbulence !cor-
responding to the continuous wave number limit" to discrete
wave number domains for the cases of water-wave and MHD
turbulence, respectively.

The main distinction between inertial waves and capillary
waves is that for the former, integer-valued wave number
resonance solutions do exist. The resonant inertial wave in-
teractions are thus always present in bounded and periodic
domains. In contrast to capillary waves, there is no a priori
need for a sufficient level of nonlinearity in order to trigger
nonlinear energy transfers.

However, the dispersion relation of inertial waves can
lead to complicated resonant surfaces. Therefore, a similar
effect to that of frozen capillary wave turbulence effect could
exist for inertial waves. If that was the case, the discreteness
effect would be expected to reduce the possibility of energy
transfers both via the resonant interactions alone or com-
bined with near-resonant interactions. In fact, an effect of
this nature has been speculated !although not verified". For
example, Ref. #24$ speculated that the use of numerical
simulations for the study of small Ro flow could miss the
slow mode dynamics.

Using decaying turbulence simulations, Bourouiba and
Bartello #7$ showed the existence of three rotating turbulent
regimes. !1" A weakly rotating Rossby regime, for which the
turbulent flow is not affected by rotation. !2" An intermediate
Rossby regime characterized by a strong transfer of energy
from the wave to the zero-frequency modes, with a peak at
Ro&0.2 #39$. !3" A small, or asymptotic Rossby regime, for
which the zero-frequency modes receive less and less energy
from the wave modes—tending to confirm decoupling theo-
ries. When forcing their simulations at intermediate scales,
Ref. #13$ speculated that their own simulations using Ro
=0.1 guaranteed a sufficient nonlinear amplitude to allow for
the capture of the near-resonant interactions while other
simulations of Ref. #11$ investigating a lower Ro, were not
able to accurately capture the necessary near-resonant inter-
actions. Thus, it was implied that the dynamics observed by
Ref. #11$ for their smaller Ro was a numerical artifact. Al-
though Ref. #13$ studied the effect of near-resonant interac-
tions for Ro&O!0.1", they did not quantify the effect of
discreteness. Nevertheless, they did call for the need of doing
this work: “although the latter statement #capturing the near-
resonances in finite domains$ begs to be quantified, such a
study is beyond the scope of the present paper.”

The finite domain effect on rapidly rotating flows is inher-
ent to both numerical and experimental studies, yet studying
such an effect using experiments is delicate. One could en-
vision comparing statistics obtained in a series of different
sized rotating tanks. However, Ro at which the asymptotic
theories apply !found to be, for example, Ro=0.01 in Ref.
#25$" are considerably smaller than those typical of rotating
tank experiments !for example, Ro=2 was the lowest Rossby

number obtained in experiment of Ref. #26$". The difficulty
is that boundary layer effects quickly become important
when rotation rates are high !Ref. #27$, for example". More-
over, in a more recent study, the confinement effect was ar-
gued to inevitably generate inhomogeneous turbulence !see
Ref. #28$". A possible alternative to rotating tanks is the setup
used by Ref. #29$, in which a flow of air was passing through
a large rotating cylinder and a dense honeycomb. This pro-
duces elongated structures which could be less affected by
boundary layers and inhomogeneity effects. Isolating the dis-
creteness effects could be possible in such a setting in which
dominant boundary layer effects could be reduced.

We now focus on the discreteness effects in numerical
domains. In particular, our goal is to clarify this issue and to
investigate how the reduction of Ro affects the distribution
and number of resonant and near-resonant interactions as
Ro!0 in periodic domains. When carrying out and inter-
preting the results of simulations of rotating turbulence, there
are two aspects to the discreteness effect. The first is the
difference between bounded and unbounded domains in gen-
eral. Unbounded domains lead to real-valued wave numbers
in spectral space. Bounded and periodic domains lead to
integer-valued wave numbers. The second is related to the
spatial resolution of a given bounded domain of interest.
When a bounded domain of interest is selected, the spatial
resolution determines the truncation wave number. We in-
quire whether a discreteness effect leading to a phenomenon
similar to the “frozen turbulence” observed with capillary
waves is also present here with inertial waves. In addition,
we investigate how the resolution affects the different types
of interactions relevant for rotating inertial wave turbulence
theories !see TableI".

We find that discreteness effects are present for the system
of inertial waves. We quantify the minimum nonlinear broad-
ening Rossby number Romin below which the domain does
not contain interactions coupling the zero-frequency two-
dimensional !2D" modes to the 3D inertial wave modes.
Thus, a regime of decoupling would be observed for simu-
lations with Ro&Romin. We also find the critical nonlinear
broadening Roc below which the theories predicting the
freezing of vertical transfers in inertial wave turbulence
would be observed in bounded domains. Finally, given a do-
main of interest for numerical simulations, we investigate
whether a freezing of the energy cascade is present for iner-

TABLE I. Properties of the interactions of interest contributing
to the energy transfers.

Type of triad

Resonant !R" and/or Near-resonant !N":

0&Ro'1 Ro=0

22!2 R R
33!2 N with C33!2!0 vanishes with C33!2=0
23!3 R and N R catalytic:

no energy transfer
to the 2D mode

33!3 R and N R: energy transfer to the
3D mode with smallest $sk
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tial waves and find this to be the case. We quantify the
threshold nonlinear broadening Rof below which such a
freezing occurs. This is done for various resolutions. This
freezing of the energy cascade is found to be an inherent
property of bounded systems. Our results can allow a more
accurate interpretation and comparison of the results ob-
tained in bounded domains with the results derived in un-
bounded domains. In particular, our results also aim at im-
proving the setup of future numerical simulations of rapidly
rotating turbulence.

First, the notation used to classify the various types of
interactions are presented in Sec. II. The properties of the
interactions and their interaction coefficients are recalled. In
Sec. III, the number of near-resonant interactions and reso-
nant interactions are quantified as a function of the nonlinear
broadening and the truncation wave numbers. In Sec. IV, we
investigate the effect of the nonlinear broadening on the ca-
pacity of the resonant and near-resonant interactions to gen-
erate a propagation of energy transfers to all the modes of the
model. Threshold values of nonlinear broadening are ob-
tained for various resolutions. In Sec. V we discuss the re-
sults obtained in the light of recent dynamical numerical
simulations of rotating turbulent flows.

II. MODAL DECOMPOSITION AND TYPES
OF INTERACTIONS

We focus on a triply periodic domain as it is the domain
most relevant for direct numerical simulations of homoge-
neous turbulence. In a triply periodic domain of size L#L
#L the velocity field of an incompressible fluid can be rep-
resented by a Fourier series

u!r,t" = '
k

u!k,t"eik·r, !1"

where r= !x ,y ,z" is the position vector in real-space with
three components i=(!1, k=(k!kx ,ky ,kz", with (k=2) /L,
and with kx,y,z integer wave numbers taking the values
0 , %1, %2, . . . . The continuity equation in Fourier space is
u!k" ·k=0.

Solutions of the linear rotating flow equations !with Ro
=0" can be expressed as a superposition of inertial waves
with nondimensional inertial frequencies

$sk
= skẑ · k/%k% , !2"

where sk=%, and ẑ is the unit vector for the direction corre-
sponding to the rotation axis. !See Ref. #1$ for details." The
inertial waves turn out to have the same structure as the
helical modes !eigenmodes of the curl operator", which are
defined as #1,30$

Nsk = ) ẑ # k
%ẑ # k%

#
k
%k%

+ isk
ẑ # k
%ẑ # k%* . !3"

When Ro is small but nonzero, a two-time-scale
asymptotic expansion can be performed with a fast time
scale *0= t associated with the rotation time scale, and a slow
time scale *1=Ro t associated with the nonlinearity. The ve-
locity field becomes

u!k,*0,*1" = '
sk=%

Ask
!k,*1"Nsk!k"ei$sk

*0. !4"

When carrying the expansion to the second order #1,31$ the
equation governing the evolution of the amplitudes Ask1

is
obtained. The nonlinear interactions are restricted to interac-
tions between modes !k1 ,k2 ,k3" satisfying the resonant con-
dition

$sk1
+ $sk2

+ $sk3
= 0, k1 + k2 + k3 = 0. !5"

The nonlinear interactions that are resonant are thus the in-
teractions contributing on the long-time scale *1 to the long-
term evolution of the wave amplitudes; omitting viscosity:

"*1
Ask1

!k1,*1" = !
1
4

Ro '
k1+k2+k3=0

sk1
,sk2

$sk1
+$sk2

+$sk3
=0

Ck2k3!k1

sk2
sk3

sk1

#Ask2

* !k2,*1"Ask3

* !k3,*1" , !6"

where Ck2k3!k1

sk2
sk3

sk1 is the interaction coefficient of the triad
!k1 ,k2 ,k3" that contributes to the equation governing the
amplitude of the mode k1. Reference #30$ showed that

Ck2k3!k1

sk2
sk3

sk1 = !sk2
k2 ! sk3

k3"!N*sk2 # N*sk3" · N*sk1. !7"

Each interacting triad satisfying k1+k2+k3=0 conserves en-
ergy and helicity implying that

Ck3k2!k1

sk3
sk2

sk1 + Ck1k3!k2

sk1
sk3

sk2 + Ck1k2!k3

sk1
sk2

sk3 = 0 !8a"

and

sk1
k1Ck3k2!k1

sk3
sk2

sk1 + sk2
k2Ck1k3!k2

sk1
sk3

sk2 + sk3
k3Ck1k2!k3

sk1
sk2

sk3 = 0.

!8b"

We decomposed the modes into two categories: the modes
corresponding to the nonzero inertial waves !with kz!0",
denoted 3 or 3D,

If k ! Wk = +k%k ! 0 and kz ! 0, then u!k" = u3D!k"
!9"

and the modes with a null inertial wave frequency !with kz
=0", denoted 2 or 2D, which correspond to a real-space ve-
locity field that is averaged vertically

If k ! Vk = +k%k ! 0 and kz = 0, then u!k" = u2D!kh" ,

!10"

where kh=(kx
2+ky

2 is the horizontal wave number. The total
energy E= 1

2'k%u!k"%2 becomes E=E2D+E3D, with

E2D =
1
2 '

k!Vk

%u2D!k"%2, E3D =
1
2 '

k!Wk

%u3D!k"%2. !11"

Using Eqs. !9" and !10", the nonlinear interactions between
triads in Eq. !6" can be classified as !33!2", !23!3", !33
!3", and !22!2", detailed in Table I. The notation !jk
! i" stands for interaction between modes j, k, and i contrib-
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uting to the equation of evolution for the mode i, with an
interaction coefficient Cjk!i

sj,sk,si!0. It is symmetric in j and k.
In the Ro!0 limit, where the two-timescale expansion is

valid, only the resonant interactions satisfying Eq. !5" make a
significant contribution to the nonlinear energy transfers. The
interactions 22!2 are all trivially resonant. The resonant
interactions 33!2 were shown by Waleffe #31$ to have no
contribution to the energetic of the 2D modes. That is, if
!k1 ,k2 ,k3" is a resonant triad, with !k2 ,k3"!Wk and k1

!Vk, then the interaction coefficient Ck3k2!k1

sk3
sk2

sk1 =0, and the

two other interacting coefficients satisfy Ck1k2!k3

sk1
sk2

sk3 =

!Ck3k1!k2

sk3
sk1

sk2 #from Eq. !8a"$. The resonant interactions 32!3
are referred to as catalytic. If this property is combined with
our definition of interaction ij!k as an interaction with
Cij!k

ijk !0, then the resonant interactions 33!2 do not exist
!are inactive". The energy spectra equations accounting only
for resonant interactions can then be written as

"E3D

"t
!k ! Wk,t" = !T33!3res + T32!3res"!k ! Wk,t" ,

!12"

"E2D

"t
!k ! Vk,t" = T22!2res!k ! Vk,t" , !13"

where T represents the Fourier-space energy transfer terms
and the term T33!2res=0 does not appear. Note that in con-
trast to the resonant 33!2, the near-resonant interactions
33!2 are active. They exchange energy with the 2D modes,
i.e., C33!2

s3s3s2!0. The near-resonant interactions denoted
33!2 and 32!3 are essentially denoting the same active
triads.

The resonant 33!2 property is at the origin of the de-
coupling theories, which predict a decoupling between the
inertial waves and the two-dimensional coherent structures in
a rapidly rotating flow. This is coherent with the work of Ref.
#32,33$, who averaged the equations and separated the fast
waves and the slow modes. They obtained an equation gov-
erning the vertically averaged 2D structures of the flow de-
coupled from the wave dynamics in the limit of small Ro.
However, Ref. #34$ later argued that for an unbounded do-
main, coupling terms between the 2D and the wave modes
remain active even at Ro=0. That is, no decoupling is
achievable in unbounded domains.

Concerning the 3D dynamics governed by Eq. !12", the
resonant 33!3 interactions transfer energy to the Wk mode
of the triad with the lowest frequency $sk

#31$. Cambon et
al. #24$ observed an inhibition of the overall energy transfers
!including both 2D and 3D modes", but no inverse cascade.
They argued that an inverse cascade could only be achieved
by resonant interactions. Using a closure model, they later
confirmed the tendency of the resonant interactions to trans-
fer energy toward the slow frequency modes #23$. Another
dynamics was proposed for the resonant 3D modes. Refer-
ence #33$ suggested that more 32!3 resonant interactions
are possible compared to the numbers of 33!3. As a result,

energy transfers in Eq. !12" would be dominated by 32!3
interactions and this would lead to a reduced vertical 3D
energy transfers as Ro!0.

Using a kinematic approach, Ref. #35$ showed that near-
resonant interactions in discrete domains are much more nu-
merous than exact resonances in three-wave interaction
systems—inertial waves are an example of such a three-wave
resonant interaction system. This is not necessarily the case
for four- !and more"-wave interaction systems, where the
number of exact-resonances in a discrete domain can be very
large even in small spectral domains. The results of the
forced numerical simulations of rotating turbulence in peri-
odic domains by Ref. #13$ showed that the near-resonant
interactions satisfying an approximate resonance modeled by

%$sk1
+ $sk2

+ $sk3
% + Ro, k1 + k2 + k3 = 0 !14"

played an important role in the energy transfers at moder-
ately small values of Ro. Note that here, the frequencies $sk
are nondimensional as defined in Eq. !2". The small param-
eter Ro in Eq. !14" is the nonlinear broadening of the reso-
nant interaction. It depends on the spectrum of the flow and
the level of nonlinearity of the turbulence for the scales as-
sociated with the interacting triads. Recall that due to the
dispersion relation of capillary waves, Ref. #15$ showed that
only near-resonant interactions are possible in a discrete do-
main. In an unbounded domain, both resonances and near-
resonances would contribute to nonlinear transfers. In con-
trast to capillary waves, inertial wave modes can be both
exact resonances !5" and near resonances !14" in both a dis-
crete and continuous spectral domain.

III. NUMBER OF EXACT AND NEAR-RESONANCES

As a first step in evaluating the influence of the !1" dis-
creteness and the !2" resolution effects, we consider a range
of spectral domains corresponding to a fixed size L#L#L
but with various spatial resolutions N3

-643 ,1003 ,1333 ,1503 ,1663. These correspond to spectral
truncation wave numbers of kt-21,33,50,55 !kt-N /3 for
dealiasing #36$". Due to the anisotropy of the inertial disper-
sion relation !2", we consider a spectral domain with a cy-
lindrical truncation such that max!%kz%"=kmax, and max!kh"
=kmax. We ignore the range of modes corresponding to the
dissipation range kd&k&kt. Assuming that kd-0.9kt, we
only consider the modes of the spectral domain with %kz%
+kmax and kh+kmax, with kmax=20,30,40,45,50.

To give some perspective we recall that the numerical
studies of rotating turbulence performed by Ref. #8$ were
obtained in a 323 numerical domain which would correspond
to kt=10. Simulations of Ref. #13$ used a resolution of 643,
which correspond to kt=21. Simulations of Refs. #10,11$
used resolutions of 1283, which correspond to kt=42. Refer-
ence #7$ used resolutions of 1003 and 2003, which corre-
spond to kt=33 and 66. The recent large-scale forcing simu-
lations of Ref. #37$ used a resolution of 5123, which
correspond to kt=170.

We counted the number of interactions satisfying Eq. !14"
for a fixed domain size with varying truncation numbers cor-
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responding kmax=20,30,40,45,50. For each triad, we con-
sider the eight possible types of interactions defined by
!sk1

,sk2
,sk3

". We summarize in Table I the type of interac-
tions on which we focus. When calculating the number
of !3a3b!3c" and !2a2b!2c" interactions, we
only consider the interactions with all three non-null
interacting coefficients !C3a3b!3c

s3a
s3b

s3c ,C3b3c!3a

s3b
s3c

s3a ,C3a3c!3b

s3a
s3c

s3b " and

!C2a2b!2c

s2a
s2b

s2c ,C2b2c!2a

s2b
s2c

s2a ,C2a2c!2b

s2a
s2c

s2b ", respectively. The 32!3 inter-
actions are those with at most one zero interaction coeffi-
cient. The 3a3b!2 are restricted to the interactions with
C3a3b!2

s3a
s3b

s2 !0. In other words, the number of 32!3 contains
both resonances and near-resonances, whereas the 33!2 are
only near-resonances.

Figure 1 shows the resulting numbers of 33!3, 33!2,
and 32!3 satisfying Eq. !14" for a range of nonlinear
broadening Ro between 0 and 1. The number of 33!2 and
the 33!3 interactions !top and lower panels" both show a
decrease with Ro until they reach a plateau for small Ro,
whereas, 33!2 !middle panel" near-resonances decrease
with Ro and vanish for sufficiently small Ro.

As the nonlinear broadening is decreased, the number of
33!3 interactions reaches a nonzero plateau that varies with
the truncation wave number considered. This plateau corre-
sponds to the number of exactly resonant interactions satis-
fying Eq. !5". The number of 33!3 resonances varies from
R33!3=232 for kmax=20 to R33!3=7408 for kmax=50. This
remains quite small compared to the number of near-
resonances N33!3 obtained for higher values of nonlinear
broadening. This latter increases rapidly with Ro and this is
true for all truncations. For example, for a truncation of
kmax=20, the number of near-resonances N33!3 increases
dramatically from 704 !for Ro=1#10!7" to 7.43#108 !for
Ro=0.8". The plateau corresponding to the number of exact-
resonances followed by a rapid increase of the number of
near-resonances as Ro increases is reminiscent of the results
obtained for near-resonant surface gravity waves in Ref.
#18$. They found that the number of near-resonances reaches
a nonzero plateau as their nonlinear broadening decreased.
However, the number of resonant interactions on the plateau
was found to be sufficiently large to preclude a regime simi-
lar to capillary wave “frozen” turbulence.

The decoupling between the 3D and 2D modes was pre-
dicted by decoupling theories derived in continuous domains
for Ro infinitesimally small. These theories rely on the van-
ishing coupling coefficient between the 2D and the 3D
modes in the 33!2 interactions, leading to decoupled Eqs.
!12" and !13". In other words, we know that in unbounded
domains C33!2!0 as Ro!0 implies a decoupled dynam-
ics. However, in bounded domains the Ro for which these
theories would apply is finite and undetermined.

We counted the number of 33!2 near-resonances in a
given bounded domain. Figure 1 shows clearly that there is a
minimum finite nonlinear broadening, below which the 33
!2 interactions vanish. We will refer to this minimum as
Romin. It varies with the resolution used. Romin changes from
Romin=6.6#10!5 at spectral truncation kmax=20 to Romin
=3.3#10!6 for a truncation of kmax=50. For Ro&Romin the
only interactions between the Vk and the Wk modes are those
labeled 32!3, which become catalytic, resulting in a decou-

pling between the 2D and the 3D dynamics. Recall that for
Ro&Romin, the catalytic interactions do not exchange energy
between scales. Although, they do redistribute the 3D energy
horizontally #between various !kx ,ky" modes of fixed kh$. Fi-
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FIG. 1. !Color online" Total number of active resonant and near-
resonant 33!3, 33!2 and 23!3 #see Table I and Eq. !14"$ as a
function of nonlinear broadening Ro and the spatial resolutions
used.
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nally, the values of Romin !from Fig. 1" are far lower than
Rossby numbers found in the literature on numerical simu-
lations of rotating turbulence. For example, with a resolution
of 1283—with a maximum wave number close to 40—
numerical simulations performed with a nonlinear broaden-
ing of Ro&Romin=7.8#10!6 would automatically produce a
decoupling between 3D and 2D modes. For Ro,Romin,
near-resonances transferring energy between 2D and 3D
modes are still present, hence, if a decoupling is observed
numerically at these Rossby numbers, it is an intrinsic dy-
namical property of the flow as opposed to being due to a
lack of capture of key interactions by the numerical domain.

In the context of resonant interaction theories, Ref. #33$
suggested that reduced vertical energy transfers would be
observed. The reason for this lies with the assumption that
the number of exact resonances R32!3 would be greater than
R33!3. A similar stalling of vertical transfers was predicted
and observed for weak Alfvén turbulence #38$. These predic-
tions contrast with the results suggesting the creation of an-
isotropy by the predominant resonances 33!3 transferring
energy toward modes with small frequencies $sk

.
Figure 2 shows that both dynamics exist. In one case, the

33!3 are dominant and in the other, the 32!3 are domi-
nant. A critical nonlinear broadening, Roc, delimits the two
cases. For Ro&Roc, the number of 33!3 near-resonances
N33!3 is smaller than the number of 32!3 near-resonances
N32!3. For Ro,Roc, N33!3,N32!3. Roc is a function of the
truncation wave number. The higher the kt, the smaller the
Roc. For Ro&Roc, the reduction of vertical energy transfers
discussed in Ref. #33$ could be observable in bounded do-
mains, whereas for Ro,Roc, the dominant number of 33
!3 lead to energy transfers toward the modes with smaller
frequencies $sk

.
We find that Roc&Romin for all the kmax used here. This

implies that for a nonlinear broadening of Ro&Roc&Romin,
the interscale energy transfers in a given simulation would be
due to the relatively small number of 33!3 interactions. For
example, in the case of kt=20, for Ro=10!6&Roc&Romin,

we have N33!2=O!103". As a result, if one is interested in
the small Ro limit, the question becomes whether reso-
nances, even in these small numbers, are sufficient to guar-
antee that energy transfers occur in such bounded domains.

In a continuous spectral space truncated at kt, the number
of 33!3 interactions are expected to increase with &kt

6 with
the truncation wave number. Similarly, the number of 32
!3 and 33!2 is expected to increase as &kt

5. Using these
scalings, and for different truncation wave numbers, we nor-
malized the results of Fig. 1. Figure 3 shows the number of
33!3 interactions normalized with kt

6 and the number of
32!3 and 33!2 normalized with kt

5. For sufficiently large
Ro, the normalized curves are indistinguishable. In other
words, for large Ro, there are no differences expected to
arise between results in bounded domains and those in un-
bounded domains. Below a certain value of the nonlinear
broadening, this scaling is weaker: the scaled curves differ
from one another for small Ro. The discrepancy in the col-
lapse of the scaled curves is particularly striking for the near-
resonances N33!2. For example, kt=20 curve starts diverging
from the larger kt curve at Ro-O!10!3". This is larger than
Romin which was identified as threshold for 2D-3D decou-
pling. Hence, in the domains considered here, discreteness
effects are increasingly important for a nonlinear broadening
larger than Romin.

To summarize, in the present section we discussed the
results of wave turbulence derived for unbounded domains.
We examined whether these theoretical results !e.g., 2D-3D
decoupling and freezing of the vertical energy transfers"
would be observable in bounded domains. For domains typi-
cally used in numerical simulations we found and quantified
a threshold Romin below which the assumptions behind the
2D-3D decoupling theories is valid in finite domains. We
found and quantified a nonlinear broadening threshold Roc
below which the vertical freezing prediction of Ref. #33$
would be observable in bounded domains. A nonlinear
broadening above Roc corresponds to a dynamics dominated
by triple-wave interactions.

We investigated the discrepancies between the number of
interactions resolved in unbounded and bounded domains
!for a given truncation wave number". We found that for all
dynamical regimes discussed !decoupling, vertical freezing,
etc.", discreteness effects lead to differences between the
number of near-resonances obtained in bounded and un-
bounded domains for relatively small Ro.

For the domains considered here, we found that discrete-
ness effects become important for nonlinear broadenings
larger than Romin. However, based on these results alone, we
cannot determine this transition with more precision. We de-
note this transition nonlinear broadening as Rof, and now
turn to a kinematic model of cascade in order to obtain a
more precise assessment of Rof. Below Rof the dynamics
could become significantly affected by discreteness effects.

IV. KINEMATIC MODEL

In his study of near-resonant capillary waves, Pushkarev
#16$ built two-dimensional maps !kx ,ky" of modes satisfying
the capillary three-wave near resonance. Using this, he
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FIG. 2. !Color online" Comparison of the number of resonant
and near-resonant interactions 33!3 and 32!3 as a function of
the nonlinear broadening and the truncation of the spectral domain
used.
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showed that the density of active modes changed signifi-
cantly with the nonlinear broadening #17$. A kinematic
model was proposed by Ref. #17$ to study the discreteness
effect on the transfer of energy via near-resonant capillary

waves. They started from an initial map of excited or acti-
vated modes, then given a level of nonlinear broadening,
obtained subsequent maps of activated modes interacting
with the initial set. The series of subsequent sets of active
modes satisfied the near-resonant condition. This approach
allowed them to determine the nonlinear broadening thresh-
old below which no energy cascade could occur in a discrete
spectral space.

Following a similar approach, we construct an iterative
kinematic model of energy cascade through near-resonant
inertial wave interactions !14". The dispersion relation of in-
ertial waves is anisotropic and we therefore distinguish be-
tween the vertical and the horizontal wave numbers. The
map of modes is constructed for three-dimensional wave
numbers !kx ,ky ,kz". We consider a discrete spectral domain
of truncation kt and start by assuming that only the modes in
the initial set S0 are active. For a given value of nonlinear
broadening Ro, we construct the set of modes k of genera-
tion 1, S1 such that k!S1 if k!S0 or

k + k1 + k2 = 0 and %$sk
+ $sk1

+ $sk2
% + Ro

with !k1,k2" ! S0 # S0. !15"

That is, S1 includes all modes k interacting with two modes
of S0 through near-resonances and with at most one zero
interacting coefficient and S0"S1. The procedure can then be
repeated using S1 as the initial set of active modes. We obtain
successive generations of active modes S0 , . . . ,Sn , . . . ,SN.
The last set SN includes all the modes that were activated by
the cascade. All the sets with n,N are identical to SN, i.e.,
they do not contain any new activated modes. When SN is
reached, there are two possibilities. The first is that SN con-
tains all available modes of the domain. In other words, the
propagation of the initial excitation reaches all modes. The
second possibility is that not all the modes of the domain are
contained in SN, thus a subset of modes does not participate
in the dynamics. Hence, discreteness effects clearly are
present and can compromise numerical representation of the
dynamics in the domain considered. In this last case, we say
that the cascade is halted or that a freezing of the kinematic
model cascade is taking place.

In addition to the general propagation of active modes
throughout the spectral domain, we are also interested in
investigating the role played by the various types of near-
resonant interactions described in Table I. When going
through the interactive steps described in Eq. !15" we also
test for the type of modes involved !Vk or Wk". For the 22
!2 and 33!3 interactions we further require all three in-
teraction coefficients to be nonzero. The 32!3 interactions
have at least one nonzero interaction coefficient. Finally, the
2D interaction coefficient of the 33!2 interaction is non-
zero.

We investigated two sets of initial modes: S0a and S0b. S0a
was chosen such that %k%+5 and contains a small number
!424" of modes !Fig. 4 top panels". As such, this series Sna,
n=0,1 ,2 , . . . , mimics a forward cascade in a spectral do-
main. S0b contains 2856 modes and is defined by S0b
= +k :11& %k%+12, in order to mimic a cascade initiated with
a forcing at intermediate to small spectral scales.
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Figure 5 shows the maximum number of generations in
the kinematic model when initialized with S0a and for kt
=20. For small values of the nonlinear broadening, the se-
quence is frozen after three generations. At Ro=Rof -5.95
#10!4, there is an abrupt transition. For Ro larger than this
“freezing” threshold, SNa includes all modes. For Ro only
marginally larger than Rof, a larger number of generations

are needed before this occurs. Nevertheless, for all Ro
,Rof all modes are eventually activated and we conclude
that discreteness effects are not precluding an energy cas-
cade. It is also noteworthy that Rof appears to be only
weakly dependent on resolution. For example, a doubling of
kt resulted in only a small decrease in Rof, i.e., from Rof
=5.95#10!4 for kt=20 to Rof =5.87#10!4 for kt=40. It thus
appears that, at least in this instance, discreteness effects be-
come problematic at Ro considerably larger than Romin.
However, the Rossby numbers typically used in simulations
!e.g., 10!2" are comfortably larger than Rof.

As was the model of Ref. #17$, our model is kinematic
only. It does not give information about the direction of ex-
change of energy between modes involved. However, from
previous numerical studies of rapidly rotating turbulence, we
know that modes with low linear frequencies receive energy
preferentially. These correspond to modes with kh-kz. Also,
in the decaying numerical simulations of Ref. #7$, horizontal
3D energy transfers were more efficient than 3D energy ver-
tical transfers. It is interesting that the kinematic model
shows a similar anisotropy. That is, fewer generations are
needed before all horizontal wave numbers are excited,
whereas more are needed to excite all available vertical wave
numbers. This is shown in Fig. 6, which plots the maximum
horizontal and vertical wave numbers reached at each gen-
eration for various values of Ro and for both resolutions 643

and 1003.
The point is further illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows the

horizontal and vertical modes activated for the first few gen-
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erations of the kinematic model initialized with S0a and for
kt=20. It is clear that large horizontal wave numbers are
activated prior to the activation of large vertical wave num-
bers. This anisotropy is visible in both the 33!3 and the
32!3 interactions. However, the 33!3 interactions lead to
a faster excitation !i.e., an excitation in fewer iterations of
the kinematic model" than the 32!3 interactions. As an il-
lustration, we display the paucity of SNa for a case where
Ro&Rof for which the propagation was halted at N=3 in
Fig. 8. Finally, 22!2 interactions do not show any freezing
of the propagation of the excitation among 2D modes !not
shown". In fact, the propagation of the active modes among
the set of 2D modes always takes only three generations.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The discreteness of wave numbers in a periodic domain
has proven to be at the origin of the freezing of the nonlinear
transfers between modes dominated by resonant capillary
wave interactions. A similar effect was also suspected in ro-
tating turbulence. In contrast to capillary waves, however,
inertial waves can satisfy the resonant condition for integer-
value wave numbers, suggesting that a freezing might not
occur in that system.

We studied the discreteness effects in order to clarify this
issue. The discreteness effects are twofold. One aspect is the
integer-valued wave numbers, i.e., the finiteness intrinsic
property of bounded domains versus unbounded domains.
The other aspect is the resolution used in a particular
bounded domain of interest. We examined how the reduction
of the nonlinear broadening Ro affects the distribution and
number of resonant and near-resonant interactions on a range
of Ro in periodic domains relevant for numerical studies. We
constructed a kinematic model of resonant and near-resonant
interactions and used it to show that discreteness effects are
detected for small nonlinear broadenings. We also showed
that, as with capillary waves, a freezing of the energy trans-
fers is also possible in discrete inertial waves, provided Ro
was sufficiently small. This latter effect was not sensitive to
a change of resolution.

Concerning the decoupling between the dynamics of the
2D and 3D modes predicted for the limit of Ro!0, we
showed the existence of a minimum nonlinear broadening
Romin below which 3D-2D interactions do not exchange en-
ergy. In a continuous domain, only the Ro=0 limit strictly
prevents the resonant 3D-2D interactions from exchanging
energy. However, in a discrete domain, this value is nonzero.
We quantified Romin for different resolutions. For example,
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Romin varies from Romin=6.6#10!5 for a resolution 643 to
Romin=3.3#10!6 for a resolution 1663. Thus, a resolution of
1283 with a minimum nonlinear broadening of Ro&Romin
=7.8#10!6 would automatically show a decoupling between
the 3D and the 2D modes.

In addition, another threshold of nonlinear broadening is
found and denoted Roc. For Ro&Roc, the number of 32
!3 interactions is larger than the triple wave !33!3" inter-
actions. In this regime, the freezing of the vertical energy
transfers predicted by Ref. #33$ would be possible. Above
Roc no such regime would be possible. The kinematic model
also showed that both 32!3 and triple wave interactions
!33!3" favor the propagation of the cascade to small hori-
zontal scales and large vertical scales. We find that it takes a
smaller number of generations for these interactions to excite
the maximum horizontal wave numbers of the domain com-
pared to the number of generations needed to reach the maxi-
mum vertical wave numbers. This reinforces wave-
turbulence’s prediction of anisotropy and concentration of
energy into small inertial frequency modes.

We found a regime of freezing of energy transfers to be
present in the system of inertial waves. We quantified the
threshold nonlinear broadening Rof below which no energy
cascade develops throughout the entire domain. Rof depends
on the initial set of excited modes !scale of the forcing".
Surprisingly, it only varies slightly with changes of domain
resolution. The kinematic model showed that a simulation in
a domain with a resolution of about 643 would not be subject
to an energy transfer freezing except for nonlinear broaden-
ing values Rof as small as 5.95#10!4. This threshold de-

creases only slightly to Rof =5.87#10!4 for a resolution of
1333. These values of Rof are much smaller than Rossby
numbers used in most numerical simulations of rotating tur-
bulence.

The existence of the Rof threshold and existence of exact
resonances in discrete domains is reminiscent of water-wave
systems, where an interesting discreteness phenomenon is
seen in a weakly forced setting #20$. In that system energy
was observed to accumulate around the forcing scale until
the nonlinear broadening of resonant interactions attained a
critical value sufficient to overcome the discreteness of the
modes. This was followed by a sudden discharge or “ava-
lanche” of energy in the form of an energy cascade after
which the system oscillated between stages where the energy
builds up and stages where it is discharged #21$. Weak forc-
ing of inertial wave turbulence could lead to a similar oscil-
lation. We would observe alternating phases: a freezing in
which energy builds up until Ro reaches Rof, above which a
phase of energy transfers could then occur. This would need
further investigation of forced rotating flows with Ro-Rof.

In the domains examined here, we found that Rof
,Romin,Roc. From a practical standpoint, this implies that
dynamical theories related to the properties of the resonances
alone—that is the decoupling theories and the vertical energy
freezing—would not be applicable in simulations with Ro
,Rof, for which the number of interactions scale as in an
infinite domain. In other words, if a decoupling or a reduced
vertical energy transfer is observed in these domains, they
are intrinsic dynamical properties of the flow in the bounded
domain considered. We showed that these features cannot be
directly explained by the results on continuous resonance
interactions and especially cannot be explained by the notion
that discreteness effects do not allow for some interactions to
be resolved.

When carrying out simulations and considering Rof, it is
important to use the relevant definition of Ro. Several defi-
nitions of Rossby numbers are used in the literature. Some
calculate Ro based on the forcing scale, which guarantees a
constant value. Some use a Rossby number based on the
statistics of the evolving flow. These include, for example,
the mean velocity or vorticity #29$. As an illustration, con-
sider the example of Ref. #13$, who estimated their Ro based
on the forcing of the flow. They obtained a Ro=8.6#10!2.
However, they found that a reduced model of near-
resonances calculated using Ro-2.58#10!2 !in 14" better
reproduced the increase of 2D energy of the full flow. Using
their full-simulation spectra !Fig. 3", we estimate that their
most energy containing scale !larger scale" has a macro-
Rossby of Ro=U /2"L-0.0255. This value matches the
nonlinear broadening 0.0258 of the near-resonances found to
reproduce better the dynamics of the full equations. This
suggests that when comparing Ro of simulations with values
such as Rof or Romin identified in our study, one should con-
sider that the relevant Ro is that obtained from averaged
velocity or vorticity quantities of the evolving flow !e.g.,
macro-Ro or micro-Ro". Note that Ref. #7$ found that the
macro and micro Ro were equivalent in the intermediate Ro
regime simulations, where energy is concentrated in the
larger scales of the flow, this is not the case for other rotating
regimes, such as the small or large Ro regimes.
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which the cascade is halted when Ro=5.5#10!4 and kt=20.
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In sum, given the relatively small value of Rof and its
weak dependence on resolution, we submit that most numeri-
cal simulations on rotating turbulence carried out so far
would have been free of discreteness effects. However, it is
important for furture studies of rotating turbulence to assess
in which kinematic regime they fall. This can be done by
comparing their Ro with the thresholds identified in this pa-
per taking into account the domain of study considered.
When comparing the Rossby number of a simulation to the
freezing Ro estimated in this study, the relevant definition of
Rossby number is that related to the averaged evolving quan-
tities of the flow.
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